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Orphan Pie!
The cult had been working hard all year, desperately trying to out-do those other ne’er-do-wells. Everyone deserves a break around 
the holidays and this year was no exception. What those cultists needed was a party…a feast! And nothing will raise their spirits 
more than a big steaming piece of  orphan pie! The recipe only calls for one orphan…so, go get one!

Requirements: At the agreement of  both players, this special festive scenario may be selected in place 
of  rolling on the Basic Scenario table between December 5th, when Krampus arrives on the scene, and 
the beginning of  the New Year.
Set Up: Players place scenery to mutual satisfaction. In addition 3 Children (download this profile - along 
with Krampus - from the Strange Aeons website) are placed by the lower TCR cult within 8” of  the 
center of  the table. The board is divided into four quadrants. Players then roll 1D6 each: highest chooses 
board edge and sets up first, 5” in. The other player then sets up within 5” of  the opposite side.
Special Rules: At the start of  your opponent’s Turn, prior to Draws and Nominations, you may move 
D3 Children (that haven’t been grabbed) 1 Move Action in any direction, but not into base-to-base with 
another model. In the case of  non-Normal children, you may also elect to Change State. Models moving 
into base-to-base with a Child simply Grab ‘Em and carry their captive away at normal penalties. Once 
the grabbed Child (and accompanying cult member) Move off  the table via their short board edge, the 
Child is captured.
Your cultists aren’t the only ones aiming to snatch some kids. Krampus is on the prowl…looking for 
bad children. Krampus is treated as a third player, and will always attempt to Move or Charge towards 
the nearest Child. At the start of  any Turn that Krampus is not on the table, the player whose Turn it 
is rolls 1D6. On a 1-4 Krampus appears in the center of  the corresponding Quadrant and then takes a 
Turn before the player. On a roll of  5 or 6 Krampus does not enter play, and must be rolled for again 
at the start of  the next Turn. Note that Krampus can be removed from play many, many times, and will 
always have a chance to re-appear at some point…
If  a Child is killed, immediately roll 1D6 and place a Threshold Agent with 3BP worth of  gear and weap-
ons (selected by the player that did not kill the Child) in the center of  the Quadrant indicated. If  a 5 or 6 is 
rolled place the Agent within 5” of  the model that removed the Child from play. The Agent is controlled 
by the cult that did not kill the Child, but is considered an additional player and receives its own Turn.
Starting The Game: Both players roll 1D6 each: highest roll goes first…but must roll for Krampus 
before their Turn begins.
Ending The Game: The game continues until all the Children have been removed from the table 
or until all models in one cult have been totally removed from the table. If  all the Children have been 
removed, the cult with the most Children captured will win. In the event of  a tie (or if  both cults have 
none - sorry excuses for evil you are!) the game will be considered a loss for both sides.
Dark Rewards: Children may be used in the following ways in the post-game:
One Child – Baked into a pie! The cult is well fed and need not pay Upkeep for this game.
Two or more Children – There will be leftovers! Best offer them up to the boss... The cult ignores Upkeep 
and also gains a -1 bonus to their roll in the Favour Phase.


